Zapproved

Trust Harder, Go Farther

Zapproved Trust in Their Consultant Partner Directive Yields Record Performance

Directive
Zapproved’s powerful legal hold management platform helps corporate legal teams save time, improve compliance, and defensibly reduce risk.

Designed to be flexible, the expandable ZDiscovery platform creates a seamless way to add more control over data preservation, collection, and review projects to dramatically reduce spend on outside counsel.
Challenges

Zapproved lacked their own in-house expertise in paid media, so they needed a partner who was more than just going to push buttons and send weekly reports. They needed a true consultant partner.

So, it was important that Directive provided not only the savvy management of an agency but the sophisticated strategy of a consultant. Zapproved wanted and needed a partner to help teach the marketing best practices and provide guidance on how to grow the right way.

The Objective:

Thankfully, this eager need for a consultant partner opened Zapproved up to a more trusting nature than most agency-client relationships. Directive was far more of a partner than a hired hand when it came to the implementation of strategy and execution.
Zapproved trusted the strategists they worked with, and that trust allowed Directive to make certain broader level account changes that revolutionized their partner’s performance.

These changes included an account-wide restructure based on segmentation by industry, as well as the addition of LinkedIn in order to leverage the platform’s advanced demographic targeting features. This would allow Directive to continually optimize the targeting of Zapproved’s campaigns based on different end-buyer persona points.
Account Restructure & Conversion Tracking

With no closed-loop conversion tracking, Zapproved had a muddled picture of their customers’ and campaigns’ actual LTV. So Directive began the partnership with an account wide cleanup of conversion tracking as well as restructuring the account to focus on industry segmentations based on end-buyer value.

This way Directive not only had more faith in the data they were analyzing, but also could prioritize which campaign to optimize first based on which audience it was targeting.

Industry & Demographic Targeting

Directive leveraged the new industry segmentation to help focus the campaign as a whole. But in addition to this first optimization, we also added LinkedIn to the multi-platform campaign, so we could use its more sophisticated demographic layering. This also allowed Directive to use our bread-and-butter: LinkedIn Conversation Ads, to maximize conversion volume for Zapproved.

Message Match & Hyper-Focused JTBD Copy

To ensure that none of the blanket targeting or surface level optimizations of the pre-Directive campaign were clogging up the conversion funnel, Directive also optimized all the copy and messaging for all of Zapproved ads.

This included refocusing the initial offering and messaging on the JTBD (jobs to be done) and pain points of their new industry segments. It also included heavy market repetition across both Google and LinkedIn to maintain consistent buyer’s awareness - which generated significant returns.
After Directive’s account wide restructure and LinkedIn expansion, Zapproved saw improved performance across the board. Just for starters, Zapproved’s Google Quality Score skyrocketed from 2.9 to 7.3 (broken down further by Expected CTR 2.2 to 5.2, ad relevance 8.3 to 9.6, landing page experience 3.2 to 9.2), but that’s truly only the tip of the iceberg. Directive was able to cut Zapproved’s LinkedIn CPL nearly into thirds, resulting in a pipeline twice the size of before their partnership. These results truly go to show that trust can pay huge dividends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Percentage Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved Google quality score</td>
<td>2.9 to 7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in pipeline QOQ</td>
<td>200%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in LinkedIn CPL</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Working with Directive has been one of the best marketing decisions I've made. Their ability to provide both the strategy and execution for our paid channels has allowed me to focus on other areas of my role that need more focus and attention. Their partnership has been invaluable.”

— Kelly Pugh, Director of Demand GEN @ ZAPPROVED
In consulting, partnerships matter. More importantly, this goes both ways. Trusting your partner with an account wide restructure to focus your entire strategy from the bottom up can definitely pay off dividends. But only if you know you can truly trust that partner — only if you’re truly invested in the equality of the relationship with your consultant, not just the efficacy of their button pushing.

At the end of the day these are the marketers who you trust with your precious growth budget, we want to prove you right. You just need to give us the chance.
Thank you!

Directive's performance marketing goes beyond what's expected—so that you can too.

Book Intro Call